
Proposal for

NFC Business Cards
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*NFC technology allows for secure, wireless communication between devices over short distances. 

By integrating NFC technology into your business cards, you combine 
the traditional functionality of a business card with the convenience 
and modernity of NFC technology to provide a quick, easy and 
innovative way to share contact information, digital content and other 
relevant details about your company, products, or services with clients 
and partners.


NFC SMART TECHNOLOGY

CONTACTLESS CARD

TAP AND SHARE

Near Field Communication (NFC) Business cards enable you to share 
your contact and other digital information with a single tap using NFC 
technology. 


GET STARTED WITH


NFC Business Cards.
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By simply tapping an NFC-enabled device (such as a smartphone) to 
the card, all of the information stored on the card can be transferred 
instantly.



This makes NFC business cards more interactive and engaging than 
traditional paper cards. 



It also saves time and effort of manually typing in your details and 
ensures that your clients and partners have your information readily 
available.

Tap And Go!
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customized to include any information you 
would like to share; including your logo, 
design, contact information, etc.  This allows 
you to create a card that truly reflects your 
brand and style..

Customization

Cost-effective in the long run because 
they do not need to be reprinted as often 
as traditional business cards. They can be 
easily updated with new information as 
your business grows and changes.

Cost-
Effectiveness

Eliminate the need for exchanging physical 
business cards, which can get lost or 
damaged. This helps to streamline the 
process of exchanging contact information.

A+ Increased 
Efficiency

It allows for a more interactive and engaging 
experience for potential customers. They can 
easily access and explore information about 
your business thereby increasing the chances 
of conversion.

100+ Engagement

NFC business cards are re-usable, thus 
eliminating the need for paper business 
cards which can be easily lost or discarded.

Environmental 
Friendly

Store a variety of information beyond just 
contact details.  NFC cards can also be used 
on any phone that has NFC capabilities, 
meaning you can share your information with 
a wide range of individuals.

Versatility

It can give a polished, professional and 
modern impression to potential clients and 
partners by demonstrating that your 
company is tech-savvy and are committed 
to providing a seamless experience for 
clients and partners.

Professional 
Image

Makes it easy to share information with others. 
This can be especially useful at networking 
events or in other situations where you need to 
quickly exchange contact details.

Convience

Interactive content on your business 
cards, such as website links, social media 
profiles, or promotional materials can help 
drive traffic to your online presence, 

Enhanced Marketing 
Opportunitty

NFC business cards offers you a number of  benefits:

BENEFITS OF NFC 
BUSINESS CARDS
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Design: Our team of experienced designers will work with 
you to create a visually appealing and professional design for 
your NFC business cards.



 Our cards are durable, professionally printed and 
of the highest quality, ensuring that they make a strong 
impression on potential clients and partners.



 Our team will program the NFC 
chips in your business cards with the desired information.

Printing:

NFC programming:

SERVICES OFFERED
We offer the following services in relation to NFC Business Cards

*We offer competitive pricing and have a quick turnaround time, ensuring that you can get your new 
NFC business cards as soon as possible. We also offer a 100% satisfaction guarantee, so you can order 
with confidence.
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 to your company's marketing and networking efforts and 
would be happy to provide you with a customized quote for 

our services.



If you are interested in learning more about this innovative 
marketing tool or would like to place an order, please do not 

hesitate to contact us.








Valuable addition
We believe that NFC business cards can provide a

We look forward to working with you.
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w w w , m a r q u e c o n t a c t . c o m

09064929847 marqueprojection01@gmail.com

Thank you

for considering us!


